Contents
Explore ways in which qualitative belief change in AGM tradition throws light on options in the treatment of conditional probability.
• Why we sometimes need to go beyond ratio rule defining conditional from one-place probability.
• Clarify criteria for choosing between the various axiomatizations for the two-place functions.
• Suggest novel forms of conditional probability.
Why Go Beyond the Ratio Rule?
• Kolmogorov's postulates for one-place probability functions are simple, natural easy to work with
• Ratio definition of conditional probability is convenient - 
Critical Zone
Zone of difficulty for the second argument a -When a inconsistent, gives blow-out -When a in critical zone (consistent but inconsistent with K) also gives blow-out -Same problem -how is it dealt with?
Qualitative Revision
When a is in critical zone (consistent but inconsistent with K), first contract ¬a from K, then add a and close under consequence
• where − is suitable contraction operation
• forms a subset of K that is consistent with a (when a itself is consistent) and satisfying certain regularity conditions (AGM postulates) (Carnap) Critical zone empty,i.e. when a is consistent then p(a,T) > 0 (Unit) When a is consistent but p(a,T) = 0, then p a is the unit function
Different Behaviour of Expansion and Revision

Hosiasson-Lindenbaum 1940
Add to the van Fraassen axioms (or equivalently to Popper) (HL) When a is consistent but p(a,T) = 0, then p a is a proper one-place Kolmogorov function Hasse Diagram (mostly Leblanc, Roeper 1989 , 1999 • vF = = = = Popper∪{1(⋅,⋅)} 
Choice of Consequence Operation
In a sense, the different systems do not reflect different conceptions of probability, but different choices of the underlying consequence relation 
